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Across

1 See 6

6/23/1A/26 Girl agrees to hide laundered 
mother's monies with me - nobody's perfect 
(4,5,9,4)

8 Setting up finance to secure second of loans (8)

9 Polo oddly popular with most of the block (6)

10 Untroubled policemen follow detailed plan (6)

11 The outskirts of Camberwell - where I 
composed a poem (8)

12 Insult the queen's hairdresser (6)

15 Petitions touched off a half of mutinies (8)

16 Preserved chopped lamb found in Eastern 
Mediterannean (8)

19 The old like the tops of their yoghurts frothy (6)

21 Bones found alongside strange people's remains 
(8)

22 50% of the public wear red - we've heard that 
before (6)

24 Poet comes before time for a drink (6)

25 Indignant that you are told to secure weapons 
(2,2,4)

26 See 6

27 Cease to turn up one's nose at first class soft 
fruit (9)

Down

1 Barge by learner driver with a menacing look 
(5)

2 You can hire this compere to welcome one back 
in with a bang initially (7)

3 Actress who gets a bronze medal (5)

4 About 50 follow priests on a type of mystery 
tour (7)

5 Disguise tiny lapse in a shrewd way (9)

6 Rising tide on surrounding island makes an 
impression (7)

7 Most fanatical militant who has abandoned 
Ireland for England (9)

13 Animal farm with no leader has difficulty  
getting to grips with misfortune (9)

14 Considered strange diet deficient without 
sodium (9)

17 Announcement besmirches honours (7)

18 Talk about girl's blasphemy (7)

20 Auntie leaves every other friend alive (7)

22 Walkers may be neat and clean (5)

23 See 6 Across


